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Symposium Raises Pertinent
Questions About Various Topics
By LISA DISCH

would be able to attend the con-

Despite some adverse conditions,
last weekend's PACC symposium on
Human Rights raised interesting
questions and sparked heated debate.
PACC coordinator Fred Baumann

ference. Although Mark Blitz successfully took over for Dr. Keyes,

Ms. Kirkpatrick's place could not be
filled on such short notice. Joseph
Cropsey, who gave a superb lecture
Thursday night, sparked discussion

~

morning session focused on specific
policy issues such as Iran and
Afghanistan.
Patricia
Derian
provided insight into the Carter
Administration's
handling of the
affairs. She suggested that the United
States could have a human rights
policy that would not be inconsistent
with particular economic goals. Ms.
Kirkpatrick's paper attacked Ms.
Deriants view by suggesting that
Carter administration policy focused
too much on a theory of rights and
not enough on realizing specific
goals.
Unfortunately, as one audience
member pointed out, the panelists
never really defined what the term
"human rights" meant to them. The
suggestion in Kirkpatrick's paper and
in Charles Fairbanks' comments was
that, for them, human rights extended no farther than a narrow
package of protective liberties .. Mr.
Ed Greenberg
represented
the
Marxist view which is a broader
perspective of rights as providing for
basic human needs. Some felt the
conference would have bee' improved had these views on the theory
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"VisitinR Guests of PAce

commented, "I felt I learned a great
deal from the symposium and I was
verypleased with the attendance."
The major disappointment of the
weekend was the news that neither
Alan Keyes nor Jeane Kirkpatrick

on Kirkpatrick's
view with his
summary and commentary on her
paper. Because Kirkpatrick did not
attend the meeting, a critical
dimension was lacking in this session.
Much of the discussion in the

Senior Offers Suggestions
,

Student Involvement Ureed
b
In Departmenta I PI anrii~ng
By TODD HENGSTELER
Student Council discussed
a
number of issues, the main one being
student involvement in departmental
decisions.
Senior Mike Brownstein was a
guest of the Council. He challenged
the reoresentenves oresent with the.
question, "Do students want to
extend their power in departmental
decision-making process?" This issue
has been an important
one to
Brownstein during his four year at
Kenyon. He related to Council that a
senior interested him in the issue
when he was a freshman, and now he
was wondering whether any u nderclass students wanted to continue
discussing the issue.
Brownstein claimed that there is a
"formal, distant relationship
of
faculty to students" at Kenyon, and
stated "student feedback is missing"
in -~egard to a~ad'emic -~urricular
matters . The main area where
Brownstein considers there to be the
problem of student opinion not
having an effect on college policy is
in the area of ffl_l;~ltyretention. Other
problemareas that were brought up
during the meeting were student
involvement in curriculum planning
and correcting poor teaching.
When asked what he advocated
COuncil do about the problem,
Brownstein responded
that he
Considered "student voice" to be
more important
than "student
&o.vernment." He stated that he
addressed the Council not as
represenlatives,
but as "fellow
students," who should playa more
active role within their major
departments (if they agreed with his
concern). He did nol see measures
taken by campus government to be as
effective a solution to the problems
raised, especially if student concern
and expression of opinions are
lacking.

Brownstein suggested a number of
more specific measures for a student

to take within his major department.
He said that "mainly it was a matter
of students and faculty getting
together to seriously discuss issues of
importances."
He said that the
student-faculty discussions that go
on at the present are too few in
number and not of a nature where
students make significant
contributions
to the policy of the
department.
He suggested that students advocate having a small vote or similar
measure so that "something
is
countable," even if it won't change
the policy of the department. He
thought that a few students picked by
the department could act in a manner
"more than symbolic representatives.' ,
One representative said that he had
found it impossible to tell one of his
professors
at the departmental
meeting that he was not teaching
effectively in some ways. Brownstein
responded that an anonoymous
system for reporting how a consensus
of students felt about the teacher's
methods might be a solution.
Concerning
the retention
of
professors,
Brownstein felt that
although there is student input into
the process of deciding which
professors are to be tenured, that
perhaps
the system could be
restructured to allow student opinion
to have a more significant rcle.
Brownstein said that there was a
problem a few years ago, when a
couple of professors,
who were
popular teachers, were not retained
by the college.
Several members of the Council
expresSed skepticism ofth~likelihood
of arousing
sufficient
student
concern to play an increased role in
academic policy-making.
Other
members questioned the likelihood
continuea on paj;eeighl

of human rights been expanded.
In ns
- d-ISCUSSlOn
- 0 fM r. Fairbanks'
paper, rhe afternoon session defined
some of the aspects of a successful
human rights/foreign policy. The
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};(;u(; presents "An Eveni/lk of Marivaux" tonight, Friday
night, and Sarurdayafternoon and evening.

paper described how Britain ended
slave trade in the nineteenth century.
In his view, Britain's combination of
a hard-nosed stand on the issue, with
a conviction that this stand was right,
assured the success of the project.

overly complex. Next year Baumann
would like 10 try to involve panelists
in an open discussion,
without
papers, about a pertinent issue.
This summer the PACC plans to
publish a book on human rights
which will be composed of papers
One student noted that "there was written by participants
in the
a problem with the format because in symposium and some additional
order to fully appreciate
the contributors. Other plans for the
discussion you had to have read the future include a three-day conference
papers." Baumann, too, commented on Democratic
Capitalism
next
that since two of the papers were not spring. In preparation
for the
completed in time to be available to conference, the Political Science
the public beforehand, some of the Department will offer a seminar on
issues discussed may have been that subject second semester.

Bookshop Responds to Interest, Opens
Section on Women's Issues and Works
By LISA WOOD
Interest in Woman's Studies is
becoming increasingly apparent here
in the Kenyon community. Conferences, meetings, and lectures
concerning the topic have been
scattered in Newscope throughout

several interested individuals, there is
a new section in the Kenyon College
bookstore
devoted to Women's
Studies.
In order to compile a list of over 75
new titles, a number of women
faculty members, and women in the
community at large, were asked to
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The Bookshop's new sectton on women's literature and issues.

me year. In reevaluating Kenyon as a
liberal arts institution, many have
concluded that Women's Studies
should occupy a more prominent
position. Recently, a few women in
the community began to talk about
the exciting new resources available
in the area of Women's Studies.
Though members of the community
can look to Chalrner's Library, the
Women's Center Library, or individual collections for resources
related
to Women's
Studies,
Gambier
has lacked a central
resource center for Women's Studies.
Through the combined effort of

submit suggestions of texts in their
special interest areas to Jami Peele,
circulation librarian at Cbalmer's
Library. Though an announcement
was made at a PACSWAK meeting,
this gathering of suggestions was, for
the most part, informal. The project
developed quite naturally out of the
growing interest in Woman's Studies.
Individuals submitted titles of interest new on the market as well as
those books deemed essential to any
Wo~en's Studies' resource center.
Bill Chambers,
of the Kenyon
College Bookshcp, was immediately
receptive to the idea when ap-

pro ached, putting
up signs to
designate this new section the very
same day the project was suggested.
Initially there was a convas of books
already in the bookstore; over 50
thles were found present in the
bookstore,
either hidden in the
shelves 'or under particular course
headings. With the help of Dianne
Mack, an employee of the bookstore,
a few copies of each title found in the
stacks were brought forward to the
specialized area. The second phase of
the project was to order a substantial
number of new books contained on
the list Peele had received. Those
interested in the new section worked
with the bookstore staff, advising
which books would be of interest to
the Gambier community. In compiling the suggestions, special attention was payed to obtaining the
best editions, and, when possible,
paperback
editions.
Particular
publishers were suggested in an
attempt to set a pattern with these
publishers, keeping this section wellstocked and up-to-date.
The new section is located on your
immediate right as you enter the
bookstore. The books are divided
into two general sections: Women's
Issues and Women's Literature. The
books are arranged alphabetically
under these subheadings. The list
compiled by Peele was classified into
the following headlines: Literary
Criticism; Feminist Theory; Art
History; Psychology, Sociology and
Religion;
Classic
Literature;
Biographies; Health; Poetry; and
conrmueu on page eight
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Rebuild Middle Path
This has been said before, and you may be tired of hearing it, but the
time has come once again to protest the maintenance of Middle Path _
or rather, the structure of Middle Path. This topic has been explored in
this column in the past, but we'll just keep plugging and hope for a
response from all concerned parties.
This loose gravel simply will nOI do. In addition to being totally
impossible to maintain, the current gravel and dirt mixture is an absolute horror when we are unfortunatc enough t., ::.. rained upon.
Wading down "Middle Mud" on a cold, we: me
wr a warm, wet
one, for that matter) is inconvenient for most and treacherous for
anyone who happens to be on crutches, in a wheelchair, uncoordinated,
or in a hurry (running in that muck is practically a death wish).
We realize that many people want to retain the perceived quaint
charm of the gravel path, but we feel that in its unkempt state, that path
is anything but attractive.
Every Spring we see maintenance workers resurfacing the Path,
attempting to recreate a trail in the aftermath of another brutal Ohio
winter. They re-dig what they dug up last year and fruitlessly pour more
gravel onto the ever-widening traces of a path. One wonders if they see
the futility of it all - they'll just have to do it all again next year
anyway.
What is the solution? Well, we cannot speak for the preferences of
the rest of the people who come in contact every day with that disaster,
so we will merely offer possible solutions here and once again urge
action on the matter:
1) Envelop the path in a bath of concrete (not very attractive, but
practical);
2) Eliminate this gravel business altogether and construct a brick path
in its place (that's better; practical and pleasing);
3) Build' a conveyor belt to transport students from one end of
campus to the other in less than 5 minutes (neither pleasing nor practical, but interesting to fantasize about);
4) Or, we can continue to pour money into the current system and
refuse to recognize that while another method may initially be more
expensive, it would save us money in the long run.

A Serious Situation

A Look at the Past
A Kenyon senior was asked recently whether he felt that the College's
attitude toward women had really changed since females first "invaded" the Hill more than a decade ago. To be able to assess how things
are now, one has to be aware of how things were then. To this end, we
offer the following excerpt from a letter to the May20, 1%6 issue of the
Collegian, written in response to the suggestion that Kenyon install a
"co-ordinate" women's school:
"Academically, Kenyon is slipping. That is, as a men's school,
Kenyon is slipping. You do not improve a men's school by adding the
problem of a women's school, at least not in the realm of academics.
Sure, lots of guys do not come or quit or flunk out because of dating
trouble, but lots of other guys find girls and on weekends the place is
indeed coed. A direct bus line (0 and from the local girls is by far the
most direct answer to the problem. Academically, Kenyon stands to
lose from the full-time presence of girls. Like neighboring institutions,
the library will become a place for study dates, which apparently have
no relationship whatsoever to study. Many people believe that such
artificial restrictions as dress codes and the necessity of shaving in the
morning so as not to offend any of the young smiling lovelies may
indeed hamper academic freedom and creativity. What will happen to
those few outlets of aggression which preserve the sanity required for
academics, outlets such as Peep Nights, visits to lmels camp, and
generally just plain screaming? What if an Anglo Saxon word were to
reach a coed's ear? Or worse, what ifshe were in Prof. Roelof's class on
the derivation of such words? Could a Jack Sutcliffe, or a Walker
Church freely roam a classroom without fear of a slobbering on or
tearing a nylon, or worse?"
Any more questions?
Th,
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To the Editor:

10

most independent sophomore men,
however, it creates a great deal of
unpleasantness. Comfortable living
space is a vital component of peak
academic performance. For a school
of Kenyon's academic seriousness to
discriminate against almost 250/0 of
its student body because of sex or
social preference
domonstrates
intolerable insensitivity. I hope Dean
Reading will pay serious attention to
the results of the poll taken by the
Subcommittee on Unequal Housing.
I also hope that Kenyon women will
make a more serious attempt to
vocalize their complaints and not be
pacified by the assurance that next
year will be better. The solution to
this problem is neither simple nor
obvious:
it won't be reached,
however, unless everyone appreciates
the seriousness of the situation.

I am writing out of concern over
two statements in last week's Student
Council
article.
First,
Dean
Reading's belief that sexual balance
in housing could be effected if sixty
additional women were housed at the
South End reflects an incomplete
grasp of the problem. Women at
Kenyon feel discriminated against
not only because of an imbalance in
numbers, but also because women
are excluded from most choice rooms
in Hanna,
Leonard,
and Old
Kenyon. To deny that many rooms in
these buildings are more comfortable
and desirable than those in Bushnell
or Manning is to flatly contradict
prevalent
student opinion. The
statement: "women students are
Lisa Disch
discriminated against, but in the
same way men are kept out of
Recent Poster Was Not
women's dorms such as Bushnell"
demonstrates great insensitivity to
Endorsed by Committee
Kenyon women. I'm sure many
women who now live in Bushnell's
To the Editor:
dark, square rooms and cram their
clothes into tiny closets would gladly
The members of the Student
switch with any Delt, Psi U, D-Phi,
Health Service Committee would like
Phi Kap, Archon, AD, DKE, Beta,
to make it clear to the Kenyon
or PEEP who feels discriminated
Community that we neither solicited
against.
nor endorsed the recent poster which
around
campus
Second, the article quotes Dean was displayed
criticizing the professional treatment
Reading
directly
as
saying:
"sophomore independent men have at the Health Service. While we as a
committee are pleased to accept
the worst situation."
Last year
sophomore independent men had the opinions concerning the health care
option of living in Manning, oc- at Kenyon, we cannot condone the
cupying first-floor rooms on the comments contained in the unsigned
flier and object to the use of the
front side of Old Kenyon (these
name without
its
rooms are twice the size of those on committee's
the back side), or taking leftover consent. We hope that in the future
or groups with conrooms in fraternity divisions where individuals
the fraternity failed to fill its housing structive criticism will choose a more
appropriate forum and not remain
quota. Furthermore,
independent
This will allow for
men who wanted to live in Hanna anonymous.
better
communication
on both sides
and could pay the price, encountered
and hopefully a quick resolve to the
little competition for the fourteen
problems brought to our attention .
spaces open to men in the Archon
Society. Sophomore women, on the
Sincerely,
other hand, chose from Bushnell,
The Student Health Service
Manning, single-sized rooms on the
Committee
back side of Old Kenyon, or-(Randy Gorman, chair)
provided they could beat out the
competition--a handful of Psi U and
Archon rooms in Leonard and
Kirkpatrick Defended
Hanna.
Perhaps as an overall campus
To the Editor:
problem, unequal housing does not
seem to merit much attention. For a
Because of State Department
majority of sophomore women and
exigencies, Jeane Kirkpatrick was

unable to anend Saturday's Human
Rights Symposium sponsored by the
PACC. Unfortunately,
she was
therefore also unable to reply to the
criticism leveled against her by Bryan
Snyder in last week's article, "Kirk.
patrick
is Coming!"
I cannot
presume to represent Ms. Kirk.
patrick's human rights policy for her
(unlike Mr. Snyder, who doesn't
hesitate to provide us with statements
she or General Haig "would say"),
However,
the structure
of the
discussion itself provides a basis for
defending Ms. Kirkpatrick against
the charges Mr. Snyder levels against
her intention to participate.
First, as Ms. Kirkpatrick was
aware, Saturday's
event was a
symposium
consisting of shared
discussion and debate on issues of
human rights policy. Mr. Snyder
asserts that Ms. Kirkpatrick intended
to visit Kenyon to "address her
policy of 'Human Rights'. and (show)
how is differs
from the inconsistencies
of the Carter administration." Given the format of
the conference,
it is difficult to
imagine how Ms. Kirkpatrick (or any
other
participant}
could have
delivered such an oratorical address
had she indeed wished to do so.
Second, the symposium's
participants, appropriately, represented
a spectrum of approaches to the
topic, including Patricia Derian's
defense of the Carter orientation and
Edward
Greenberg's
Marxistinfluenced analysis. Had Ms. Kirk·
patrick wished to flee controversy
and criticism, she would have chosen
a poor shelter. As it was, the Kenyon
visit could hardly have appeared to
her the "escape" that Mr. Snyder
paints it.
As the day's debates proved,
Saturday's
symposium was never
intended
to be a series of
"discussions with Ms. Kirkpatrick,"
but an exchange of ideas and
viewpoints among the panel memo
bers. For Mr. Snyder to imply thai lr
was meant as merely a forum to air
Ms. Kirkpatrick's
views is to
misrepresent
irresponsibly
and
unfairly the attitude of Ms. Kirk·
patrick and the aim of the program
itself.

Sincerely,
Anna Maria Bartolomeo

The Kenyo'!.. Collegian
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The Space Shuttle Will Be Worth Every Penny Spent
By PARKER MONROE
At 6:50 a.m. tomorrow
the
space shuttle will lift off from Cape
canaveral, Florida, and begin it's
54\i1;hour voyage in 360rbi~s around
the earth. Given that much of the
technology in the shuttle is at the
horiron of aeronautical knowledge,
America is once again at a turning
point in space exploration. Granted,
the shuttle won't land astronauts on
any far off place or orbit distant
planets, but because it is reusable
(i.e. because it is more like an airplane than like a ballistic missle the
way the other space vehicles have
been), it opens new doors on research
in space, the development of space
stations, transportation
of large
groups of people into orbit, and,
unfortunatel y, satellite warfare.
-Three years behind schedule and
$2-3 billion over budget, the shuttle
will carry the reputation of NASA
with it. Since the moon landings and
then the premature return to earth of
Skylab, the future of America's
space program has been unclear. It
has been five years since Americans
have been in orbit. Given political
America's
sense of economic
austerity during the last few years, it
isnot surprising that the space shuttle
is viewed by many as an extravagance.

After the main rocket engines are
ignited, the astronauts will feel a jerk
when the bolts which hold"the shuttle
to the launching pad are released. It
wilJ rise far more quickly than Apollo
rockets did. It will lurch into the sky
clearing its tower in seven secondsas opposed to the earlier crafts, which
ascended far more gracefully.
After 2\--1 minutes, the two solidfueled rocket engines which flank the
main liquid fuel tank will drop away
and parachute to recovery 130 miles
off the Florida coast. Seven and a
half minutes later, the external fuel
tank will be used up and will drop off
and burn on its way to earth. Two
smaller engines on the Columbia will
ignite at this time and push to craft
the rest of the wav intnMkit

For the next two days, the
astronauts manning the shuttle will
perform small experiments and tests.
The mission commander is John
Young, who at age 50 is one of the
most experienced men in the NASA
program. A veteran of two Gemini
missions, he was also a member of
two Apollo missions, one of which
(Apollo J 6) spent 20 hours on the
lunar surface. He will be assisted by
Robert Crippen, 43, who is a Navy
captain. Although an astronaut since
1969, he has yet t~ fly in space.
Descent will begm over the Indian
Ocean when two small rocket engines
will fire, slowing the craft. It will
drop from its orbital altitude of 130150 nautical miles at roughly 18,000
miles per hour. As it approaches
However, when the shuttle touches
downat Andrews Air Force Base 2 V, earth, the tiles on the base of the
days after its launch, the country Wlll shuttle will glow bright red, shielding
temperatures
feel again the excitement that comes it from re-entry
from sending men into space. If the possibly exceeding 2,500 degrees.
The tiles are made of foam silicate,
shuttle can be made to transport
and they are such good conductors
people and equipment into orbit,
that they can be touched seconds
acting like a sort of interstellar
after glowing bright red.
research airline, it could prove to be
something on which to lay our hopes
A Glider
for the future.
American stands on the brink of
,tapping the greatest resource of aU:
As soon as the shuttle begins its
outer space. As a country that has
descent, it will behave just as a glider
always been expanding, we should
does. But it will re-enter the atnot turn away from this heritage but
mosphere at hypersonic speeds--this
attempt to conquer space as we have
has never been done by an airplane
conquered continents. It is the same
before--and roll back and forth from
impulse that led de Gama or
right to left in order to lose speed.
For several minutes after entering the
Columbus to know the entire world
atmosphere, Young and Crippen will
that will lead us to know the
lose radio contact with the Johnson
universe. As one astronaunt put it
Space Center in Houston. Descent
recently, " ... the Apollo missions
will
be at an angle which will greatly
were the explorers, we are the setslow
the velocity of the shuttle but
tlers."
which will create the great amount of
heat which require the super-dynamic
insulating tiles. When it is finally
The Problems
over Edwards Ai, Force base in
southern California, it will do a wide
loop to lose more speed and make a
The shuttle has had its problems;
landing on the TVI mile runway at
to date, it is well over its budget. Fan
about 2,OOOmph.
belts inside engines have failed,
If all goes well on this mission,
other flights will follow. Three more
causing repeated explosions; during
transportation to Florida and during .shuttles are being built (the original
ship, the Enterprise, was never meant
test firings, some of the 30,000 tiles
to be used in space, but was instead a
which cover Columbia fell off--the
test
vehicle); it may not be long
bonding material used was inefbefore complex experiments are
fective. Further, two maintenance
being performed
in space by
workershave been killed as a result of
Americans once again. The next four
entering a compartment filled with
flights will be more test flights, but
purenitrogen.
NASA has over 400 possible shuttle
But NAS~A:;-'o~r~fi"'cialscounter
that
missions planned.
There is a 6O-foot cargo area in the
because of the complexity of the
space shuttle and the advanced
shuttle capable of holding 65,000
technology it embodies, problems are pounds. To rent the entire space for
to be anticipated. They also say that
one trip costs $35 million. To rent
bec~use the shuttle is three years
Spacelab that goes with the shuttle
behind schedule (it was to have
costs an additional $13 million.
Worked in conjunction with Skylab
~~_certainprojects), all the bugs have
~n carefullv worked out.
Business
f The launch orthe Columbia will be
To date, NASA has had difficulty
ar more dramatic than Apollo
Gemini or Mercury lift-offs were: eliciting much interest in space exThe three main engines which will periments from the business world.
~er Columbia, constructed by the NASA holds that the state of
weight lessness--more
accu rarely
I OCketdyne Division of Rockwell
nternational, are five times more
called nmicrugravltY'" --on boaru "Ie
PO~erfUI than Saturn-5 rockets
shuttle will enable scientists to
WhichPOweredApollo crafts.
perform certain experiments under

near ideal conditions. For example, NA'SA from a pool of 11,000 apNASA has tried to convince drug plicants. Their numbers include
manufacturers that electrophoresis, women, blacks, and Hispanics. mnyof the 82 are specialists: engineers,
the process
of electronically
separating biological materials, could biologists, and astronomers.
But the shuttle's design, that of a
be achieved far more effectively in
rocket plane, is not a new one. In
space. Electrophoresis is required to 1958, NASA was planning a simple
separate material needed to make form of a space glider, called
vaccines from other impure and Dynasoar , that would have been
unnecessary
material.
Business,
pushed into orbit by a rocket and
however, questions the implicit
glided back to eanh on its wings.
profitability of research in space. Over time, however, the three-tired
rocket with a capsule on top was
Costs are, in a word, astronomical,
and risks are high. Given the risks, developed. It was considered to be
most American businesses are not more efficient and safe than a
jumping on the interstellar band- reusable craft would be. BUl the idea
was, of course, never abandoned.
wagon. If the first few shuttle
missions are successful, however,
As opposed to the Apollo aircrafts
attitudes toward space research may that were each equipped with one
computer, the space shuttle will have
change.
lour, each constantly checking the
The future is bright for space others for malfunctions or errors. In
travel by Americans. Recently, 82 addition, there is a fifth computer,
new astronauts were selected by which is in reserve . .!he computers

play their most crucial roles during
re-entry.
The greatest possible danger to the
space program and the shuttle is the
involvement of the military. Pentag onians have kept a close and
watchful
eye
on
Cape
Canaveral/Kennedy since the first
Mercury flights.
Recently,
the
development
of plans for killer
satellites by the Russians (who,
unsurprisingly, view the space shuttle
as a military threat) have increased
arguments in favor of militarizing the
shuttle program. Already it has been
announced that all new American
intelligence satellites will be placed in
orbit from the shuttle.
If the General Staff feels if must
have yet still another method of
atomizing our Soviet foe, let them
develop space vehicle/weapons of
their own, and leave NASA to do the
research it ought to do. It could mean
America's future.

Cuba Inches Toward Revolution
By MEG CRANSTON
The highways and the city streets
in Cuba are lined with billboards and
posters depicting
revolutionary.
heroes
and
proclaiming
revolutionary concerns and slogans.
They speak of everything from the
need to increase defense and
production, to the rights of women

to
necessity
of
being
internationalists. Of all of these expressions Haste La Victoria Siempre! - or until final victory, is
probably the most embracing. It is
the clearest articulation
of the
challenge the Cuban people face in
their revolutionary struggle.
When I set out for Cuba last
month I had anticipated finding a
society transformed: a government
that developed as a result of the 1959
revolution and a people whose lives
had been drastically changed by a
courageous
guerrilla
band and
principally .by Fidel Castro.
Instead I found a transforming
society, a government in the process
of revolution and a diverse people
engaged in a revolutionary battle
against their own history and in a
very real sense the history of Latin
America. Their revolution is still a
struggle not only to overcome but to
become.
The final victory is still a vision ~
Cuba. The battle against centuries of
domination and underdevelopment
has yet to be won but there is an
impressive spirit of revolutionary
idealism among people and their

lifestyles that at least allows for hope
and for a vision of a new society.
The social reforms that are being
instituted in Cuba were obvious as
soon as I arrived.
Although
meritorious in their own right, these
reforms can only be fully appreciated
in contrast to the rest of Latin
America and even the United States.
Everywhere one encounters vast

urban revewat projects where the
workers build their own apartment
buildings and then pay six to ten
percent of their wages as rent. These
projects are an attempt to eliminate
the slums that surround most Latin
American
cities. These project
complexes have their own health care
facilities where the care is free of
charge. They have running water;
they are relatively clean. Compare
that to slums that engulf M~ico City
or Rio de Janeiro or even New York
or to pre-1959 Cuba when a national
health care project meant a first aid
kit in every village. The literacy rate
in Cuba has at least doubled among
men and quadrupled among women
in twenty years.
The revolutionary spirit in Cuba
emphasizes the dignity and rights of
blacks and women along with the
rights of workers and campensinos.
This emphasis on racial and sexual
equaljty is visable beyond the
bil1boards which are everywnere
(we arrived in Cuba on the national
day of the women). This we could see
and feel in the social realations
between blacks and whites, men and
women. Racism is punishable by law.

The equality is largely, I suspecred.a
result of the fact that the jobless rate
in Cuba is nearly zero. Women
working
as military
personal,
physicians, and a great variety of
professions is common-place.
Missing in Cuba are the great
numbers of beggars children who
roam virtually all Latin America
cities. School is mandatory,
integrated and free through
the
secondary school level. Universities
<Ire also free and the Cuban
equivalent of Adult Education is
offered to all workers.
-This is notto say that there are not
problems that face Cuba, and that
there are not people who are
dissatisfied with their condition. The
cost of these reforms has been very
great. There are shortages of food,
modern technology,
and energy
caused by a multiplicity of domestic
and global problems, not the least of
which is the U.S. trade embargo.
Many Cubans have themselves tried
to leave the island and many have
family that have left. Although some
of the reasons people gave for
wanting to leave I understood and
sympathized with, I found other
reasons. somewhat tragic or at least
naive. One young man said he
received a picture of his cousin who
lived in New Brunswick, New Jersey,
lounging in front of the television in
a Lazy Boy recliner drinking a
German beer and smoking American
cigarettes.
The
young
man
proclaimed, "New Jersey is for me."
Obviously, despite the isolation of
Cuba from the United States and the
twenty
year
embargo,
North
American consumerism is still an
mentality that haunts the island.
I have thought a great deal about
my brief time in Cuba and weighed
problems and gains and what I see as
the gains of the revolution. It seems
to me that one can not dispute that
the majority of the ten million people
who live in Cuba today enjoy a way
of life and a standard of living that
are unparalleled in Latin America.
Cuba is a hopeful place. It was the
Cuban people who welcomed me and
everyone in our group graciously,
who extended that feeling of hope.
As one man said on the very first
night, "Cuba is not a paradise. We
have many problems. But what I
think you will find exciting is that we
are trying, we are trying very hard."
It is this commitment to the struggle
in all of Latin America, of which
Cuba is the vanguard, that will keep
the vision of final victory alive.
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Housing Unfair to Whom?
By CHRIS ROMER

Tonight, at 8;00 P.M., in Rosse
Hall, Dr. Gerard O'Neill, a professor
of
Physics
from
Princeton
University, will give a multi-media
presentation of "The Colonization
of Space." In his lecture, Dr. O'Neill
will discuss the feasibility of space
colonies with our present technology,
using the materials and energy freely
available in space.
A reception
will follow Dr.
O'Neill's talk. His visit is sponsored
by the Faculty Lectureships Committee and Sigma Xi.

The Hill is Alive with Music
The Kenyon College Chamber Singers will present their spring
program on Saturday, April 11 at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall. Daniel V.
Robinson, chairman of the Kenyon College Department of Music, is
director of the ensemble. The program will include Bach Cantata 114,
"Christ lag in Todesbanden," and Motet 116, "Lobet den Herrn;" also
by Bach. The. Chamber Singers will also present the premiere of a new
work by Bellville composer Rick Sowash.
The Kenyon College Department of Music will also present a faculty
recital by Karen Ragle, soprano, and Cynthia Taylor, piano, on Friday,
April 10 at 8 p.m. in Rosse Hall Campus in Gambier, Ohio. The
program will include songs by Gioacchino Rossini, Gabriel Faure,
Claude Debussy, Richard Strauss, and Ned Rorem.

Distinguished Fellow Visits Hill
On Sunday, AprilI2-Wednesday, April 15, John Z. Bowers will visit
Kenyon as the Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow. Dr. Bowers is
currently serving as Consultant to the Rockerfeller Foundation, and is
writing a history of that Foundation's medical programs. He is also a
consultant to UNESCO and the World Health Organization.
While at Kenyon, Dr. Bowers will attend a variety of History,
Chemistry, Political Science, and Biology classes. Additionally, he will
meet with various groups of faculty and students and will deliver a
lecture on April 14. Both the lecture and a dinner preceding held with
the Women's Center will be open to the general public.

Vietnam Revisited
On Monday, April 13 and Tuesday, April 14, the Student Lectureships Committee will present the film, Apocalypse Now. In conjunction with these showings, there will be a panel discussion on
Wednesday in Peirce Lounge concerning the film's interpretation of the
Vietnam war. Professors John Elliott and Hrach Gregorian of the
Political Science department, Clark Dougan of the History department,
and George McCarthy of the Sociology department will take part in the
discussion, to be held at 10:00. Refreshments will be available.

fill up your wing with your own
members, then that's your risbt."
Travers wondered, "Why can't a
frat just open a floor to women to see
what it's like; maybe then this could
be a step toward cooed frats." While
acknowledging that both the Psi U's
and Peeps presently house women,
Travers expressed her regret that
there will be no women in the Psi U's
next year. Still, she was pleased to
learn that the Archon Society will be
accepting at least 8 new women
members next year.

There has been much discussion
about unfair housing at Kenyon this
year. While many people are
disgruntled with the system, few are
aware of what can be done to improve the situation. The Collegian
interviewed several people last week
to clarify the pressing concerns of
this issue.
All of the participants discussed
the possibility that the system is
unfair, especially for women living
on the South end of campus. In this
regard, Robert Reading, Assistant
Dean Reading reminded, "I would
Dean for Student Residences, stated,
hope
that those who feel the frats
"That's one accusation that I don't
have housing advantages, keep in
think the numbers support terribly
mind the penalties imposed on
well." He said that in the present
them." So stated on Page 6 of the
upperclass of 57"70 men and 43"70
booklet,
Housing
Selection
women, only 120 more men than
Procedures, they are as follows: (I)
women live at the South End. To
They (persons who have been active
correct this imbalance, 60 places
fraternity
and society members
would have to be taken from women
during the current academic year)
on the North End, creating what
may not choose single roo:ms in
Reading feels would be a "greater
Caples, West Division, or Watson (2)
sense of anguish." Reading declared
They may not participate in the Open
that "The allegation that women are
Housing Lottery without the loss of
kept out of the South End because of
one year of seniority. Reading added,
their sex simply isn't true." To
"Perhaps the frats should be made
whatever degree the housing is
aware
of some
possible
acunfairly allocated on the South End
countability concepts. Some of the
to men, it is equally unfairly
criticism people have against the
allocated
on the North End to
frats
is rather, criticism of less-thanwomen, if we insist on using the word
mat~re 18,19 and 20 year-old men."
unfair. "
A related issue of concern was that
Freshman Lynn Travers stated that
of
the group housing option in which
"The word 'unfair' is subjective
10 or more students with a common
when
talking
about
housing;
otherwise Dean Reading's job would. serious interest may live together,
These groups are allocated space
be a lot easier." Her definition of the
prior to the housing lottery; in
word is reflected in what she sees as a
return,
they must make some
lesser degree of choice for women
tangible contributions to the college
and independents wishing to live at
community. They have no privilege
the South End.
of continuous housing.
IFC President Mason Tolman, a
junior member of the Alpha Delta
Phi Fraternity remarked that "The
Travers felt that group housing is a
housing system is fair if you look at
"good idea on its own merits. It,
the whole picture." Tolman conhas much potential in that it allows
tended that the imbalance of 120
students
to exercise their own
more men than women on the South
initiative." She saw a drawback,
End is due to the greater percentage
however, in that this option further
of men in the upperclass. He said
restricts the already limited housing
that the present housing allocation
choice for those who wish to remain
accomodat es "a
diversity
of
truly independent.
She proposed
lifestyles." Speaking on behalf of the
setting a cutoff point for the number
fraternities, he held that "If you can
of interest groups.

Students Revive Photomagazine

Dan Mechem, Student Council
President, remarked that "A better
system is needed to review these
groups with some kind of palpable
criteria."
Unless some specific
guidelines are established, Methem
feels that the Housing Committee
can only continue with what appears
to be a rubber-stamping method of
recommendation.
Housing Committee Chairman
Maryanna Danis also wondered if the
committee wasn't restricted by the
limits of its power. She hopes that in
the future the committee
that
recommends approval of a group
will be the same committee that can
exercise retribution.
The question of cooed housing was
also entertained. Dean Reading said
the college uses the "availability of
bathrooms"
as the point
of

departure for cooed housing. In other
words, a co-ed wing must have at
least two bathrooms. Reading felt
that the notion of cooed rooms as
being "naughty or sexy" is being
replaced by the realization that what
is really involved is more a lack of
privacy.

Danis said that an appeal will be
made to Dean Edwards to establish a
commiston to study the housing
system. Results of the recent survey
indicated what could be sufficient
concern to warrant such action.

(Found on the first floor bulletin board in Sunset Cottage)
Comprehensive Exam
(Senior Honors Majors) I
Choose any ten.

By JULIA MARLOWE
After a three-and-a-half year
lapse, Phototype has returned!
Phototype, Kenyon's photographic
journal, is now on sale at the College
Bookstore for $2.00 a copy.
The magazine, first published in
1973, appeared annually through
1977,
at which time financial
problems forced it to fold. However;
this year funds were ferreted out of
various sources sufficient to resume
publication,
and Phototype
was
revived. "Which is not to say we
haven't had financial problems this
year as well," reports Susie Morrill
who, with Chris Bartlett, co-edited
this year's journal.
"Encourage
peopletobuyacopy. "
The 1981 edition of Phototype
includes 20-22 selected photographs,
submitted over the past two years,
which represent the work of twelve
Kenyon students. These photos,
about one third of the total submissions, were chosen by virtue of
their technical quality as prints, but
more importantly, for their aesthetic
value as artwork. Both editors are
themselves serious photographers
and relied on their own experience in
the field to make these largely
subjective
value
judgments.

Understandably, they are enthusiastic
about the work represented.
As
Bartlett said, "We're very pleased
with the quality of photography in this
edition. We really want to encourage
people to buy it. It's a good
magazine;"

PHOTOTYPE

Although this latter is probably the
best reason to "encourage people to
buy" Phototype, it is not the most
pressing one for the editors. Closer to
that is the one suggested by Morrill's
remarks-a need to make money on
the venture. Phototype, as a purely
photographic magazine, exemplifies
a relatively little-used genre in this
country. So little, in fact, that even
Kenyon, an institution steeped in

liberal arts aesthetics,
has been
reluctant to employ it. Only after
haggling for three years was this
year's funding and loan secured from
Student Council, and even that was so
limited that one student was compelled
to chip in a major contribution to
realize the $800 required
for
publication.
The reason for this
reluctance on the school's part, as
explained by one student government
representative, is that, "Phototype
does not perform
any missing
function
in Kenyon's
student
publications. Hitca and the Freshman
Class's Forewords each include
artistic-photography, so, if anything,
Phototype is more limited. Besides,
journals like this typically just don't
make money." Despite opposition
such as this, MoriU and Bartlett
hope to see the Media Board approve
Phototype soon as a major student
publication.
At any rate, Phototype promises to
be a fine artistic journal this year,
and could easily continue to be so.
For that to happen, though, it is
seemingly of utmost importance that
its primary accomplishment be a
monetary one: hence the editors'
preoccupation
with encouragmg
people to buy it.

I) Discuss the image of the abbey in "rtntern Abbey". Show how the
knowledge that Tintem Abbey is the abbey in question adds to an
understanding of the poem.
2) Did Herman Melville have syphilis! Explain.
3) Sketch the history of English Literature from Beowulf to the
present. Use charcoal if desired, nut pen-and-ink is preferable.
4) Trace the various uses of bicycle images in the major authors you
have read. Be specific.
5) Praise your favorite English Professor's best lecture in four pages or
more.
5) Prove that Shakespeare wrote all of the works now attributed to
Bacon with the exception of Othello and A Midsummer Night's
Dream.
7) Give an Eskimo reading of "A Rose for Emily," or give an interpretation of Blake's "Tyger, Tyger" as a poem about the
digestive tract.
8) Discuss the effect Qf·Sir Gawain and the Green Knight on the works
of Oscar Wilde in particular, and the Gay Nineties in general.
9) How big is Walden Pond? How far was Thoreau's cabin from the
pond? What were the dimensions of the cabin? What other
measurements does Thoreau provide, and what are their implications for the work as a whole?
10) Discuss the impact The WtL5teLand would have had on Milton had
it been written by Shakespeare.
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dividual within it. Bismarck's Prussia
at the turn of the century is an increasingly bourgeois and complacent
society whose rigid sense of propriety
and social conduct it imposes upon
all its members. Each person is
bound to play the role assigned to
him or her.

playing required in EW's society .
Led by the stunningHanna Schygullo.
the cast is solid throughout. This, in
combination
with
director
Fassbinder's proficient use of black
and white for a highly evocative
visual effect, makes "Effi Briest" a
beautiful and forceful film.

••

Ejji Briest, Directed by R. W.
Fassbinder. With Hanna Schygullo,
Wolfgang Shenck, VII; Lomme!.
b/w, 140 min., German with English
Subtitles. Pri., Apr. 10, 10 p.m.,
Rosse. Sun., Apr. 12, 8 p.m., Bio
Aud.

Effi Briest (Hanna Schygullo), the
beautiful,
genial and spirited
daughter of a bourgeois Berlin
couple, is married off to a stranger
twenty years older than she is. Bored,
lonely, and somewhat naive, she
asserts her individuality by involving
herself in a flirtatious affair with a
rakish Pruss ian officer (Ulli Lommel). The affair ends, but six years
leter, Effi's husband (Wolfgang
Schenk) finds the telltale love leiters
and, fulfilling his role as the outraged
husband, he challenges and kills the
lover in a duel. Effi, consumed by
fear and guilt for her conduct, has
been conditioned to feel nothing but
a sense of her profound depravity.
Her entire personality is subdued and
misshapen by her society's binding
expectations and she accepts her fate
without question. Cast out by her
husband, she returns to her parents'
home and dies soon after. But the
tragedy lies not in her death but in
her failure to see the reality of her
own right as a social individual. As
the accepting victim of social dietation, she serves to uphold the
cruelties of the bourgeois ruling
order.

Effi Briest is an epic in itr own
right as it tells the story of an empire
and its profound effect on an in-

Emotions remain cool through the
film, suggesting the detached role

•••

Whit~ Suit •••

The Man in tne Whire Suit.
Directed by Alexander Mackendrick.
With Alec Guinnes, Joan Greenwood, Cecil Parker, and Vida Hope.
b/w, 81 min., 1957. British. Sat.,
April II, 8 p.m., Bio. Aud. Sun.,
April 12, 10:30, Rosse.
Alec Guinness pulls out another
stellar performance
from his
character closet as he dons the
clothes of a research scientist to
become The Man in the White Suit.
This suit is, of course, different: it is
made from an artificial fabric that
willnever stain or wear out.
The discovery plainly alarms the
giants of the industry and their evermindful zeal for planned
obsolesence. The powers high above try
to quell our gallant chemist for fear
that the amazing fabric will alter the
delicate balance of the textile market.
The white knight answers the
challenge to preserve and defend his
gift to humanity. Guinness's sad,
sharp comical visage lends the perfect
Capraesque twist and makes this
British satire all the more biting.

•••

Effi Briest

vee

•••

Aid Freshmen

BySUZY APEL
The Upperclass Counselor Program, one of Kenyon's integral insituations, is presently being organized for the 1981-82 school year.
This program matches approximately six first-year students with each
of 65-70 Facuhy-Upperclass Counselor team which provide new
students with their perspectives gained from experience at Kenyon. As
senior Judee Silberschlag, an Upperclass Counselor for two years,
pointed out, "You can tell edvisees things their academic advisor
can't. .. professors can't really talk about their colleagues."
In addition to aiding faculty, administration, and RA's in advising
freshmen about the scheduling of courses, lime commitments, and
overall academic expectations of the College, Upperclass Counselors
are responsible for informing first-year students about what Kenyon
offers in terms of social and extra-curricular activities. This can be done
directly or indirectly. As Dean Townsend, the program's coordinator,
suggested, "One of the things freshmen like about the program is that it
gives them a friend who is an upperclassmen with upperclass friends
who will give opinions and be interested in them." Another asset of the
arrangement is that it provides the faculty-student advising team with
an opportunity to work together while arranging their own method of
carrying out their advising duties. Dean Townsend explained that,
"Lots of times, this is a special opportunity for you to work with a
faculty member ... and a chance for you to get to know that person
better;" Students returning to campus after studying off-campus have
also found that serving as an Upperclass Counselor is a means of
"reconnecting" with the Kenyon community.
In addition to specific duties during Orientation (beginning with a
mandatory workshop August 29), it is emphasized that the advising
process should be continued throughout the year. As well as remaining
in contact directly with the student assigned to them, Upperclass
Counselors are responsible for periodically conferring with the Faculty
Advisor on the student's progress. The disappointment freshmen most
frequently express concerning the program is their Upperclass Counselor's failure to fulfill their commitment. As Lori Nash, a former
Upperclass Counselor, pointed out, "A weakness of the program is that
because it's voluntary, you don't always get the same results across the
board. There are also inconsistencies depending upon the freshmen-some need or accept more help than others."
Qualifications for an Upperclass Counselor position include Junior
or Senior status, good academic standing, rapport with faculty
members, communication
ability, and knowledge of Kenyon's
educational goals, programs, and student services. An application,
available in Dean Townsend's office (SAC), must be completed and
:.e~med to that office by 4:30 p.m., Monday, April 14.
Any interested students are encouraged to apply. According to Dean
Townsend, "There are always students who would make good
Upperclass Counselors who don't do it-which is unfortunate, since
our aim is to make a worthwhile program as successful as possible. The
rewards are personal rewards, and from what I gather, real rewards."

Maltese Falcon ••

The Maltese Falcon. Written and
directed by John Huston. With
Humphrey Bogan, Sidney Greenstreet, Mary Astor, and Peter Lorre.
b/w, 100 min., 1941. Fri., Apr. 10,8
p.m., Bio. Aud. Sat., Apr. 11, 10
p.m., Bio Aud.
The Maltese Falcon is a top-notch
and suspenseful mystery thriller.
Although it started a trend of great
private-eye films, it's not a typical
cops-and-robbers
match up. The
movie
blends
mystifying
international intrigue with tense humor
to illustrate man's aggressiveness and
predatory nature.
The plot revolves around a private
detective
named
Sam
Spade
(Humphrey Bogart), and his attempt
to find the fantastically-jeweled
falcon statuette before the bad guys
(Greenstreet and Lorre) do. In the
course of his search, Spade gets
involved with a beautiful
and
mysterious lady (Mary Astor). The
film gradually uncovers the information
Spade seeks and the
climax is a revelation of a complex,
yet logical story to international
skullduggery.
John Huston's masterful direction
.is the backbone of the movie. He
draws tough humor from tight,
tense, situations as he flawlessly
mounts and perfectly times the
suspense. He mixes toughness of
body with agility of mind throughout
the film and makes The Maltese
Falcon a battle of both wits and
muscle.
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Emerson Quartet Lacks Polish
By c.t., ROGERS
Last Saturday night, the Faculty
Lectureships Committee presented
the fourth George Gund Concert,
featuring the Emerson String Quartet
in a program of Haydn, Bartok and
Brahms. The quartet (phillip Setzer
and Eugene Drucker,
Violins;
Lawrence Duuon, Viola; and David
Finkle, cello) is a young group of
accomplished soloists, but to this
r..viewer, their combined sound

movement,
though without the
contrast of dynamics that make
individual parts stand out. The
second and third movements were,
however, a mass of confusion as a
result of no clear delineation of
section, or between the movements
themselves. This was particularly
noticeable in the Minueuo: Allegro,
where what sounds like the beginning
of the second section is really the end
of the first. Without an effort to
make the sections clear, the listener is

The Emerson Quartet:
performers at the recent
George Gund concert.
Our reporter gives it a
mixed review.

lacked the assurance and polish
associated
with
older,
more
established
quartets.
This was
particularly evident at the beginning
of the program.
The evening began with the performers having to rearrange the
stage, which may be responsible for
their shakiness in the Haydn. This
work, Quartet in C, op. 20, no. 2
(1772), along with the rest of opus 20
and those of opus 17, established
Haydn as the founder of the Classical
string quartet.
After a shaky beginning,
performers
played
the

the
first

confused as to what he is actually
hearing. On the whole, this opening
work was performed in a rather
uninspired manner not worthy of the
talents of these four gentlemen.
With the Bartok, however, the
groups seemed to be in its element.
This work, Quartet No.3 (1927), has
a basis in Eastern European folk
music and is excruciatingly difficult.
Based on the harmonies associated
with Cit, this work incorporates
many varied string techniques,
orissandes and sudden dramatic,
dynamic changes. The performers
look it all in stride and presented an

excellent rendition. The work is not
only difficult to perform, it is also
difficult to listen to; this performance, however, made clear some
marvelous
subtleties
that other
groups may have missed ..
The final work on the program was
Brahms' Piano quintet in F minor,
op. 34, featuring guest artist and
Kenyon Music Department Faculty
member Paul Posnak at the piano.
The work clearly illustrates Brahms'
position as undisputed master of late
nineteenth century chamber music;
the real heir to Beethoven in this
field. It is a broad, heroic work,
typical
of Brahms'
ClassicalRomantic style. The work was
performed admirably; the quartet
and the piano showing an unusual
rapport. While it was obvious that
each knew what the other was going
to do, it appeared that at several
points the piano was forcing the
strings to play louder than they
would have liked.
Two general notes: the violist, Mr.
Dutt on , while a fine player and
accomplished soloist, moved about
far too much. While it is often
necessary to contort oneself in order
to get the proper sound from an
instrument (I believe some call that
style), this movement was far more
than would have been necessary, and
it was distracting. Also, the group
dressed more for a business meeting
than for a concert, which did little to
set the mood. Presentation is pan of
the game, too.

_ Tile Kenyon Cottegio»
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Low-Key and Relaxed, Women's Soccer Struggles On...
By DALE WEST
Way off in the most distant
athletic field, far across the railroad
tracks, a women's soccer club
practice begins. The 20 girls follow
student-coach Tom Robinson's instructions intently. The girls all have
different
talents
some are
dancers,
some are track runners, some are hockey players, some
are basektball players, and some are
only soccer players, but one thing is
certain-they
are here to work on
improving their soccer skills and
build up their endurance so that next
fall 'their team' will be better. Why
drag yourself down to the ends of
Gambier to practice soccer offseason on a hot, sunny day? Because
you want to improve your own
athletic ability in a fun and relaxed
atmosphere and help to improve the
quality of the women's soccer club.
Although practices may be less
regimented than varsity teams, these
athletes are just as dedicated as any

Freshman Brenda Murphy in action

varsity players. With some of the
girls, however, schoolwork can and
often does come before practice, but
Coach Robinson notes that "the girls
are more dedicated than in the initial
years, and the number of girls
coming to practice is more consistent
because they want people to know
that there is a serious interest in
sustaining the team."
However, some frustrating outside
problems still plague the squad, like
having to run practice on a poor field
with uneven terrain and no lines or
goals. Robinson
stated that a
scrimmage is almost impossible and
that he is working on getting a field
in Mount Vernon to practice on once
a week. Robinson's work with the
team will be sorely missed next year,
as he will graduate. The team is
looking for a coach, but so far the
search has been fruitless.
Part of the unifying spirit that
keeps the momentum going is due to
the extra effort Coaches Robinson
and Stewart Wiley and co-captains

Anne Thomas and Laurie Read unceasingly contribute. These four not
only organzie and run practices, but
also lobby for Student Council funds
and keep the flow of communication
10 the administration going to improve
the status ofthe sport.
As it stands now, practices are four
time- a week, and the atmosphere is
law-key and relaxed-typical
of
spring training for a fall season
sport. The goal of these practices is
not a winning season; it is self and
team improvement, and enjoying the
sport of soccer-the
winning will
come after that.
Hopefully,
next fall, with a
dedicated core of team members
encouraging more athletes to play,
the team will add to its strength. The
hard work these girls are willing to
put forth will be the difference next
fall season, and from the evidence of
this spring's practices, no one should
doubt that these athletes are willing
to make soccer a new, exciting
women's sport.

•
Riding Team Shows Well In
Tennessee and Kentucky
Oy KATHY

WILLIAMS

The Kenyon Riding Team has
traveled many miles in the last two

weekends. On the weekend of March
28 and 29, eleven riders and their
faithful coach, Ed Daniels, piled into
a small van with bags of Domes, M
& Ms, and beverages to keep them
content.
Destination:
Middle

The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Athletic Director
By ANDREW HUGGINS
Last Saturday Kenyon's stalwart Athletic Director Jeff Vennell
journeyed to Toledo, Ohio, where he was to run the Toledo Marathon
the next day. He had trained for the 26 mile ordeal by running 60 miles
a week for the past month and a half, following closely aprogram mapped
out by Runners World Magazine.
Sunday dawned cool and slightly windy, almost perfect weather for
the race, which began at 8:00 a.rn. Final preparation for the event had
been concluded the night before with a pizza and spaghetti dinner, the
technical term for which is Carbohydrate Loading, but whose purpose
is simply to load up ones system with as much energy as possible. (The
human body uses up about 100 calories a mile in such a race, and can
hold no more than 2000 calories at once. Thus the toughest part of the
race generally comes at or around 20 miles, when the runners system,
now depleted, begins to breakdown body sugars to keep going).
"We used our' heads," says Vennell of the race. "I hooked up with
another runner early on and we ran eight minute miles for the first seven
miles, which was slower than my training pace. There was a wind
against us as we went out (the course went out 13.1 miles, and then the
runners came back the same way), but it wasn't so cold as to feel uncomfortable. Everyone had gloves on in the beginning though.
"The first ten miles were fun, I barely noticed-we'd run tha0ar.
Peter Collings (of the Physics Department) joined me here, and ran
with me the rest of the way. The whole race felt comfortable, in fact, we
maintained coversatlon through twenty miles."
_
After twenty miles, many runners have spoken of hitting a notorious
marathoning "wall." This is actually a physical state where fatigue, leg
soreness, and energy depletion all combine rapidly to reduce a runner to
a painful survival shuffle at best, and very often forces him or her to
drop out. Was the wall there for Vennel1?
"I feli-a little heaviness in my legs around the (8 mile mark, but going
out as slowly as we did really helped me, since I was able to pick up my
pace after 22 miles, and ended up running the last six miles at 7: 10 per
mile. I never did feel the "wall". The last six were different from any.
other SLx however, because r felt like I was running right at, but not
over, the edge of complete leg fatigue." Vennell's final time of 3 hours
and 18 minutes, which works out to a little over 7:30 per mile, was an
excellent first marathon time, more so because of the relative ease with
which he comoleted the race.
'I'm glad I did it," he says. "I was well prepared to run it, and I had a
lot of fun with it, both with the training, and the race."
The race, which featured 300 runners, was won in just over 2 hours
and 30 minutes.
Bushnell. .. 1

Caples ... 2

Gund ... 4

Leonard •. •1
Farr ... 1

Old Kenyon ... 2

lewis .

.1

McBride ...

Norton

..I

1

Tennessee State University.
The 12-hour drive, large quantities
of junk food, and very little sleep
must have done wonders as the t.eam
rode better than it has all year.
Sophomores Kelly MacDonald and
Leslie Sant both got first place in
different sections of Novice on the
Flat. Mindy Krause showed that
short people are good for something
by capturing another first, and Robin
Hoffman rode beautifully to win a
second place. Others including
Bobby Frazer, Jean Johannson,
Linda Maida and Kathy Williams
also placed in their classes. Due to
these individual achievements, the
Kenyon Team placed first out of
eleven competing schools including
Miami of Ohio, U. of Kentucky,
Purdue U. and Murray U. As if that

wasn't enought for one day, Kelly
MacDonald won in a ride-off against
three top riders from other colleges
for Reserve Hiah Point Rider.
The next day, me ncers were not in
such top form (MTSU had thrown a
party Saturday rii~ht). The horses
were tired, and the wind and dust
made it hard to see. Despite these
difficulties, a number of people rode
well and placed. Leslie Sant and Dale
Slavin placed in their jumping
classes, an amazing feat, considering
that the jumps had been moved
inside because of wind, and there was
very little room to maneuver. It
turned out to be an exciting and
successful weekend.
The riders had five days at Kenyon
to recuperate and catch up on work

before they took off for Midway and
U. of Kentucky on April 4 and 5.
These last two shows were important
because they determined who would
go on to regionals. People rode quite
well despite the cold and mud. The
turf must have agreed with Steve
Mecartney because he rode exceptionally well, to get a first in his
class. The Kenyon team as a whole
came in third and were very proud of
Ricky Hannenberg, Mindy Krause,
and Leslie Sant who will be riding in
regionals next weekend at Midway.
The riding team has ended a very
successful semester of shows. This is
due to its members' ability to ride
strange horses at different schools
and their efforts to work together to
show a great deal of team spirit.

Women Ace Marietta, Cedarville
By DALE WEST
The worn ens tennis team's
opening
matches
have
been
somewhat successful. The Ladies are
currently 2-1 with victories over
Cederville and Marietta and a close
loss to Ohio westavan. The squad
has shown superior depth in their
matches as the fourth, fifth, and
sixth seeded players, Celeste Penney,
Kathy
Jameson
and
Linda
Mclaughlin, have dominated their
opponents.
The top of the ladder, however, is
teetering slightly. Freshman Jenny
Wolcott at number one is holding her
own, but surprisingly went three sets
in the teams rout of 9-0 over
Marietta. She annihilated her opponent in the third set 6-1 to clinch
the match, but Coach Martin says
that she needs to hit the ball consistently better to win." Number two
seed, sophomore Anne Allen, is by
Coach Martin's estimation, "not
playing the way she can and needs to
play." Allen too had a close match at
Marietta of 7-5, 6-4, and "needs to
get aggression back into her game."
The team plays one of the top
schedules in the state!.- and Coac!!
Martin stated that "six of the teams
we play will be in the lap eight teams

in the state out of a total of thirty
two!" She is pleased at the prospect
of playing such a rigorous schedule
because her players will be primed
for the state tournament in early

May. The girls faced Denison home
today at eight o'clock, and then will
travel 10 Otterbein on Saturday,
winding up their toughest week of the
season.

Sophomore Jenny Lancaster

The GALLERY
has the best of
Levis, Hang Ten and D.C.
jeans and accessories
We ,Iso Ie. lure

/I

in the Mt. Vernon
Shopping Plaza

in its

MEN'S
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Lords Whomped, Walloped and Whipped by Wooster
By DAVE DEACON

who were walloped by the Wooster
Fighting Scots 23-4.

overshadowed an earlier victory over
Me Vernon Nazarene College.

With one out in the bottom of the
fifth inning yesterday, Wooster's
pitcher turned and fired to first in an
attempc to pick off Kenyon's left
fielder Bob Mancwit z. who had
reached base on a fielder's choice.
The ball skipped by the first baseman
and sped down the right field line
enabling Manowitz to reach second,
hesitate,
then move 10 third.
However, the play was appealed and
the umpire called Manowitz out,
ruling that he had not touched the
second base bag. Coach McHugh
stormed onto the field to protest, and
Manowitz, in utter disblief, announced, "I touched the bag, I felt
it." This pretty much summed up a
frustrating afternoon for the Lords

Both teams scored single runs in
the first inning, Kenyon's tally
coming on an infield single by
Manowitz, walks to Dave Gingery
and Skip Rowe, and an RBI ground
out by Gary vucek. But Wooster,
which may be the best team in the
OAe, scored five runs in the third
inning (four on Schmuck's grand
slam) and the floodgates
were
opened.

Wooster added six more runs in
the fifth and then extended their lead
to .\8.4 in the seventh on homeruns
by Basilone, Knox, and Schmuck.
The rest of the game was played out
in passive despair.

The game also included two long
drives by Kenyon's catcher Skip
Rowe which missed clearing the fence
by inches, and two mammoth
hcmeruns by a Fighting Scot with the
name of Schmuck. The loss dropped
the Lords' season record to 2-3, and

One positive sign that emerged
from the game was the play of the
defense. Almost all of Wooster's
runs were earned, on towering
homeruns and seething line drives.
But Chip Mesics had a spectacular
game, sucking in everything that
came his way. Tom Cooper and Paul
Mathews both made outstanding
stops of ground balls, and tst
baseman Gingery scooped up one
throw between his stomach and
thigh.

You 'I/find happy shopping in
our sportswear & lingerie depts

Deja Vu... Women's Lacrosse Falls to Denison
By KAREN ROCKWELL

eluding goalie Susie Miller, second
home Ashley Van Etten, attack
Less than one week into the winds Kate Mali and Julia Lord, and
season, the Women's Lacrosse team third man Laurel Ladd . Kenyon
has already played three games, with goals were scored by senior Cathy
Waite, with three; sophomore Sarah
a season record of 2-1.
Corey, with five, and by juniors
The Ladies opened the season last Virginia Davlin and Susie Morrill,
Wednesday at Wooster as they with one each. The Junior varsity
defeated the Scouies 10-6. Athletic Ladies romped on the Scotnes 16-2.
director Jeff VenneU made his debut
Saturday,
at home
against
at Wooster ..s substitute coach in
Coach Karen Burke's absence. Also Denison, the curse of the Big Red
debuting at the Wooster game were struck again as Kenyon was defeated
several outstanding freshmen, in- 11-7. Goals were scored by Anne

Himmelright,
with one; Cathy
Waite, with two; and Sarah Corey,
with four, one with an assist by Daisy
Gallagher.
The junior varsity game was called
because of the torrential downpour
and high winds.
Tuesday the team travelled to Ohio
Wesleyan University where they once
again proved the superiority
of
Ladies over Bishops be defeating
OWU 12-8, varsity, and 8~3 J.V. In
"[his game, his third as surrogate

Men's Track 5th at Great Lakes Meet
By STEVE BEHRENDT

The men's track team competed in
the Ohio Great Lakes Track and
Field Meet held at Ohio Wesleyan,
last Saturday the 4th, and finished
fifth out of the five schools there.
Host Ohio Wesleyan easily won the
meet accumulating
123 points,
almost as many as the other four
schools combined. Wooster finished
second with 50 points, Oberlin third
with 44, Denison fourth with 37, and
Kenyon fifth with 18.
Sophomore Freddie Barends ran
the best for Kenyon, winning the 400
meter dash in 51.4 seconds, and
finishing second in the 200 meter
dash in 23.0 seconds, both excellent
times for this early in the outdoor
season. Senior Captain Dave Thomas
SCored points in two field events .•
finishing fourth in both the long
jump and triple jump, at 19-5 3/4,
and 39-7 respectively. His leap of 397 is a personal best. Others who
scored points for Kenyon were Chet
Baker, who finished third in the
discus with a throw of 125-7, and
Ross Miller who was fifth in the shot
PUt at 41-6, to round off a surprisingly strong showing in the field
events. Kenyon's final points were
picked up by the 400 meter relay
team of Daily, Goldrnaft.,-Goodman,
and Barends, as they finished 5th in
46.5seconds.
The team
the OAC

IS

now getting ready for

Relays

to be held a!

Wooster this Saturday. Following
that, the men have back-to-beck
home meets on Saturday the IBth
against Muskingum starting at 3:00,
and on Wednesday the 22nd at 3:30

coach, Coach vennell commented
upon the improvement shown by all
players since the beginning of the
season,
a short
week
ago.
Improvement is particularly marked
in the junior squad. Where several
first year players show great promise.
The Ladies traveled to Ohio State
to take on the OSU Club team today.
They hope to keep up the away game
winning streak and hope also that
Coach Burke will be able to see the
expected win. The next home game
will be against Wittenberg
on
Tuesday, April 14 at 4:30 on Airport
Field.

397-4433

THE BEST OF
NATIONAL
BRANDS
FOR LESS

------~~

For transcripts of "The Cosmos According to Brown" lecture, contact the Peirce Hall Coordinator.

against Marietta. The women's team
hosts Denison, Heidelberg,
and
Oberlin this Saturday the 11th, in the
biggest home meet of the year,
starting at II :30.

For overnight vrs.ts by
Parents and Friends
Cailihe

CURTIS MOTOR HOTEL

Passover Seder in Dempsey

397-4334

The Union of Jewish Students will be sponsoring a community
Passover Seder on Saturday, April 1B,at 6 PM in Lower Dempsey Hall.
The Seder is a festive introduction to a full week of observance
celebrating the exodus of the Jewish people from Egypt. Saturday
evening will give the people of the Kenyon community the opportunity
to join together to sing and read from the story book of Passover, the
Haggadah. 'The prices are: students, $2.50; ncn-students-sz.zs,
children-$3. 75. Reservations can be made by bringing your check to the
UJS envelope in the SAC or by sending your check to Heather Gert at
P.O. Box 1042. For any questions or if you would like to participate,
please call Peter Resnik. All are invited!

on the public square
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Harcourt Club Sells Eggs
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•

The Harcourt Club will be selling Easter eggs next week in order to
raise money to send five needy area girls in the Big Sister/Little Sister
program to camp for a weekend this summer. The club is continuing its
effort to raise money for the needy in the Knox County area, and hopes
for the support of Kenyon students in this endeavor.
The eggs will contain candy and jellybeans and the giver's own
personal message. They will be delivered on a bed of grass Easter
morning to the receiver's door. The eggs sell for 50c a piece (or a dozen
for $5.00) and each egg you purchase gives you a chance to win a
chocolate Easter Bunny.
Orders will be taken at the K.C. this weekend and at dinner at Pierce
and Gund. Orders can also be given to any Harcourt member. By
buying this gift, you will give an even greater gift of an exciting and new
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A Fine Store In A Fine Town
Downtown Mount Vernon

ONO 43080
4) 397·15 1015

magazines
flyers
stationery
cooks
name cards
wedding announcements

MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
"Evervtrunq in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
133 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117 S. Main St.. Mt. Vernon, Ohio
.J
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Meet Politicians in D.C.

Fif/een Kenyon students travelled/Q Washing/on,D. C, duringSpringBreak.
By L, RON HOOVER
Professor Kirk Emmert, the trip pointments with representatives of
the National Security Council and
features close to 25 appointments
It was entitled
"Washington
with various individuals and agencies the Office of the Vice President. On
Seminar:" fifteen Kenyon students
subsequent days, the group paid
which provided the student parto Congressmen
Udall,
packed into a College van, cruising
ticipants with a broad spectrum of visits
Moffett,
and Chenez, Senators
around Capitol Hill during the first opinions and information.
week of Spring Break, looking for a
The itinerary opened with a visit to Glenn, Dominici, and Metzenbaum,
congressman or a media executive to Kenyon graduate Phil Harter, now a and various other groups and
ranging from the
barge in on.
Washington
attorney.
That was organizations,
As an opportunity to get to the followed by a late-morning
ap- Clean Air Coalition to the Office of
Management and Budget.
heart of the American political
pointment with ABC News Political
Perhaps the most interesti"ngprocess, the trip was invaluable.
Director
Hal Bruno; the day
and
discomforting - meeting took
proceeded
with
afternoon
apCoordinated
by Political Science

place with a 24-year-old representative of the Russian Embassy.
Stuffed into a cramped, noisy room
on the fourth
floor
of the
headquarters
of the Federal Bar
Association,
straightforward
questions
concerning
Poland,
Afghanistan, and the plight of the
Russian worker were met with
cautious, guarded, off-the-point
responses from the Russian. When
one of the students approached him
outside after the meeting and asked
him what he thought of Washington
as compared to Moscow, the Russian
responded in perfectly dogmatic
form: "Well, in Moscow we have
numerous theaters and places that
celebrate the arts. But here in
Washington, what is there 10 do
when one has looked at the last piece
of artwork
in the national
museums?"
A few of the more
discerning
Kenyon
students
responded by whispering amongst
themselves that they wished they
could alter the Russian's way of
thinking by treating him to an
evening of Georgetown barhopping,
while another remarked disheartedly:
"If this is the sort of dialogue that
goes on between Reagan and Brehznev, it's little wonder that nothing
constructive
results from their
meetings. "
Throughout the week, the students
split up and housed in various places
in the Washington area. To get to
each day's
fir st morning
appointment, the students were either

picked up by Mr. Emmert and his
wife, Elizabeth, in the van, or had to
travel on the Metro System. It was a
rather unstable set-up that was
masterfully
coordinated
by the
Emmerts. (When she told him to go
left, he automatically turned right,
somehow eventually ending up at the
intended destination!)
The group spent the evenings
nursing Vodka Gimlets and stuffing
pizzas, and in the afternoons pursued
the complexities of the Smithsonian
Institute's many galleries. In all, it
was a highly stimulating
and
rewarding experience for all those
involved.

Now Playing
NIGHTHAWKS
Starring
Sylvester Stallone
Billy Dee Williams
Rated R
Tue (to Sal, Sun. 2 p.m. 4:307:15.9:45
Mon .. Wed .. Fri 7. 15p,m. 9 45Sa1. 11a.m.

RAGING BULL
starring
Robert DeNiro

Notes Conflict Between State, Local Laws

Krusz Discusses Meeting Concerning Alcohol Laws
conlinued/rom page one
of the faculty and administration
allowing an increased role to students
in these matters. Brownstein, in
effect, responded that it was a serious
matter requiring
student effort
whatever the outcome. He said that if
nothing is done, "we are the worse
for it".
Keith Krusz, Treasurer of Student
Council, reported what was discussed
at a meeting concerning alcohol in
Gambier, attended by various involved community members and an
expert on state alcohol law and
practice.
Krusz stated that there is a conflict
between the state and local laws
concerning having open alcoholic
containers of an alcohol content of
3.2070 or less. Although local ordinances prohibit this, state law does
not. Krusz said that the state
measures would probably override
the local ones, were the matter
pursued.
According
to
Krusz,
Dean
Edwards responded to a point made
in the conversation that "students
can get anything
they want at
Kilroy's anyway". The state official
then responded that Kilroy's would

THEVILLAOE
MARKET

be investigated.
Krusz said that liability of those
selling alcohol to minors was a major
issue at the meeting. If a store or

restaurant is caught selling alcohol to
minors using fake lD's the business
will be held responsible if the ID is
not a driver's license. If someone

New Women's Section
Opens at Bookshop
continued/rom page one
Contemporary
Literature. Though
such headings do not offer rigid
dividing lines on inquiry, they do
offer one way to collate suggestions.
While browsing through the section,
I came accross several intriguing new
books in the area of literary criticism.
One individual interviewed expressed
particular interest in The Madwoman
in the Alfie- The Woman Writer and
ihe Nineteent n-Cenrury Literary
Imagination iJy Gilbert and Gubar,
Showalter's A Literature of their
Own and The Female Imagination by
Sparks. The seminal theoritical texts
of the women's movement were
there, as well as several newer books
such as Heiburn's
Reivenling

Womanhood. In addition, there were
copies of texts used in a variety of
Women's Studies courses at Kenyon,
classic works of female artists such as
George Elliot, books of women's
health and birth control. There was a
vast array of books dealing with
contemporary fiction and poetry,
including such writers as Marge
Piercy,
Mary Gordon,
Dorris
Lessing, and Margaret Drabble.
Though only a few of the 75 texts
suggested
have come in, the
bookstore is open to additional
suggestions. If you are interested in a
particular text or area of research,
you can either submit suggestions to
Peele or request an order individually
from the bookstore.

~~OR~~
No Mernbe

r stup

Fees

or Dues

Complete Arrangements lor
AIRLINE
STEAMSHIP
CRUISES
MOTOR COACH &
RAILTOURS
HOTELS s RESORTS

AUTO RENTALS
TRAVELERS CHECKS
U.S. s FOREIGN
TRAVELINSURANCE
FOREIGN CURRENCY
AMTRAKTickets

397-2091
GAMBIER'S VILLAGE
GROCERY
HEER, WINE. MEAT,

1 PUBLICSQUARE
MT. VERNON, OH

AND PRODUCE

112 Gaskin Avenue

SO YOU NEVER HAVETO TRAVELALONE

uses a phony driver's license of
credible
quality,
the business
establishment
will not be held
responsible.

Rated PO
Tue. Th Sal. Sun. 2 p.m. 4:307:15.9:45
Mon, Wed .. Fri.7:15p.m 9:45SaI 11a,m.

S. Main St. al E. Ohio Ave
Oownlown Mounl Vernon
Phone: 393·FLlC

101 South Main St., Mt. Vernon
Phone 397-7380
Traditional Clothing
by
Austi n-Reed, Pend leton, Cricketeer,

Sera

